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Attaching the MC to the HDV Wing
The HDV Wing Kit includes (2) MC (non-locking shoe mount accessory). The location may be in any of
the (3) slots. Once final location is determined, tighten the MC with the D-clip screws provided.

Attaching the Extension Bar to the HDV Wing
The HDV Wing Kit includes (1) HDV Extension Bar (extended locking shoe mount accessory). The
location may be in any of the (3) slots. It can be positioned towards the front or back in the outer
two slots and towards the front in the middle slot. Once final location is determined, tighten the HDV
Extension Bar in place with the D-clip screw provided.

Attaching the optional Low View Handle to the HDV Wing

The HDV Wing was designed to give users many ways to use with accessories. The optional Low View
Handle may be positioned towards the front or back in the outer two slots and towards the front in the
middle slot. Once the final position is determined, tighten the handle using spare part (SP-291) D-clip
screw.
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Accessories
FT-JR (Locking shoe mount accessory)
MC (Non-locking shoe mount accessory)
HDV Extension Bar (Extended locking shoe mount accessory)
Low View Handle (Used for a low view capture of video)
SP-291 (D-Clip screw for MC, FT-JR, HDV Extension Bar, and Low View Handle)
SP-294 (Wire Keeper)
HL Swing Arm (Swing arm for Hoodman HoodLoupe 3.0 with HoodLoupe Mag 3.0)
HL Swing Arm Kit (Includes Hoodman HoodLoupe 3.0 with HoodLoupe Mag 3.0)

HDV WING Kit Facts

Wire Keeper

The HDV WING Kit is constructed from anodized aircraft aluminum for a lightweight and anodized for a
scratch-resistant finish. The HDV WING Kit is designed completely maintenance-free.

(MC) shoe mount

For a period of five (5) years from date of purchase, Custom Brackets will repair or replace free of charge,
any defect in material or workmanship. Warranty does not cover repairs due to abuse, negligence, impact
or any modifications made by the customer. Warranty service is available by returning the HDV WING Kit
(shipping prepaid) to Custom Brackets. All returns must include a return authorization (RA) number (email
info@custombrackets.com to obtain), letter explaining the problem, and a copy of the sales receipt. Method
of shipping and shipping charges back to customer will be provided by Custom Brackets.
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USA 5 Year Warranty

International 5 Year Limited Warranty
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* * Important * *
Screws for the three slots must be
installed and removed at these locations
or screws may be damaged and warranty voided
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For a period of five (5) years from date of purchase, Custom Brackets will repair or replace free of charge,
any defect in material or workmanship. Warranty does not cover repairs due to abuse, negligence, impact
or any modifications made by the customer. Method of shipping and shipping charges back to customer
will be provided by Custom Brackets during first year of warranty only. Remaining warranty years, the
HDV Wing kit will be shipped to customer by UPS unless otherwise specified by customer and charges are
the responsibility of the customer. Warranty service is available by returning the HDV WING Kit (shipping
prepaid) to Custom Brackets. All returns must include a return authorization (RA) number (email info@
custombrackets.com to obtain), letter explaining the problem, and a copy of the sales receipt.

Repair
Repair service is available by returning the HDV WING Kit (shipping prepaid) to Custom Brackets. All
returns must include a return authorization (RA) number (email info@custombrackets.com to obtain), letter
explaining the problem. A repair cost will be issued and must be approved prior to any repairs. The repaired
HDV Wing kit will be shipped to customer by UPS ground unless otherwise specified by customer and
shipping charges are the responsibility of the customer.

